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Taksim, istanbul, istanbul
TAXIM HILL
Situated next to Taksim Square, Taxim Hill Hotel offers modernly decorated rooms and free Wi-Fi. Its
terrace restaurant offers breakfast with panoramic views of the Bosphorus. Taksim Subway Station is only a
minute walk away. The rooms at Taxim Hill are tastefully decorated with elegant furniture. Each room is
soundproofed, and equipped with air conditioning, minibar and an LCD TV. Located on the 9th floor, Hill
Terrace Restaurant serves Turkish delicacies and well-known international dishes accompanied with
Bosphorus views. Taksimoda Café serves light snacks as well as a select number of Mexican and American
dishes. Hotel Taxim Hill is just a 15-minute walk from Lutfi Kirdar Convention & Exhibition Centre. The
lively streets of Istiklal Avenue are just 50 metres from the hotel with many restaurants, cafés, bars and shops
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Name Alvatan
Address istanbul, istanbul
Phone 00905424135652
Mobile 00905424135652
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